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Westhill Scout Group 
Leadership Teams 2020-21 

 
Appointed Leaders; 
Group Scout Leader -  Chris Pinnell                                   
Assistant Group Scout Leader - John Hoskisson  
 
Redwood Beaver Colony 

Beaver Scout Leader - Tracey Christie   
Beaver Scout Leader – Kerry Leys                                            
Beaver Scout Sction Assistants -  Chong Ng and Jane Thomson 
Young Leaders -    Jonathan & Elizabeth 

 
Amazon Beaver Colony 
Beaver Scout Leader - Cath McLaren 
Assistant Beaver Scout Leader - Alison Donaldson and Mel Stevens 
Young Leaders -    Aaron and Cameron 
 

Shere Khan Cub Scout Pack   

Cub Scout Leader - Rae Taylor 
Young Leader  -Robbie 
 
Bagheera Cub Scout Pack 
Cub Scout Leader -  Pete Thomson      
Assistant Cub Scout Leaders  Davide Mazzucchilli & Chris Milne 

  
Lyne of Skene Cub Pack      
Cub Scout Leader – vacant  (Chris acting LIC) 
Assistant Beaver Scout Leader- Fiona Reid  
Cub Scout Section Assistant -Jaqueline MacLennan 

DoE helpers Abi and Hebe   
 
Kaa Cub Pack  
Acting Cub Scout Leader - Andrew Martin 
Assistant Cub Scout Leader Michael Anderson & George Whitaker 
Assisting Leaders- Ben Watt & Chris Pinnell 
Young Leader Daniel & DoE Helper Luke;   
 

Beechwood Scout Troop        
Scout Leader - Stephen Bland 
Assistant Scout Leaders - Mark Taylor  & Pete Thomson 
Assisting Leaders  Al Reid and Pete Thomson 
Young Leaders -    Robbie 
 
Westwood Scout Troop     
Scout Leader Garry Smith 
Assisting Leaders Michael Anderson & George Whitaker   
Scout Section Assistant Vanessa Piconne 
Young Leaders -    Scott  and Callum 
 
Keir Scout Troop 
Scout Leader - Richard Shaw 
Assistant Scout Leader - Jan Shaw & Birgit Teismann 
Scout Section Assistant - Iain Stuart  

Assisting Leader - Rae Taylor 

Young Leaders -Jared  
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Chairman's Remarks 

2020-21 

A very different year in Westhill Scout Group, so a very big thank you to all the Leaders for all 
their enthusiasm and spending their time preparing and running meetings and events more 
often on ZOOM while keeping everyone safe during the pandemic. 
 
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank the Executive Committee for all their input & support 
running the Westhill Scout Group.  Particularly I want to thank Treasurer Leanne Tredinnick, 
Exec Secretary Karen Hodges and Depute Chair Bruce Christie.  And I want to thank Jackie for 
managing the Waiting List, Joyce for managing the Hall Lets, Garry for work on the Hall, and a 
Big thanks to Bob Mutch our Grounds-man.  A very big thank you to GSL Chris for keeping us 
all right for Covid mitigations, and for his continuing drive, support, leadership and enthusiasm 
in keeping us all working - to keep Westhill Scouting safe and active. 
 

The Exec has ‘met’ six times in the year and kept the business 
side in order.  The first when Covid prevalence was growing, to 
consider closing the sections and halting hall lets.  Thereafter 
to manage our money and seek appropriate financial help. We 
had to consider and approve Risk Assessments to allow the 
regulated Playgroup to restart when restrictions dictated, and 
to permit Scouting in small numbers to start outside only.   
 
No "Soup'n'Santa" last year, so funds are a bit lower. 
No big camps!  We should have had a Family Camp, but that 

was one of the early casualties of 2020. 
 
Our Group is in a reasonable state both financially and with respect to our building.  This then 
allows our Leaders to focus on great programmes online, or more recently based from a safe 
and functional building.   
 
But the management of these resources will continue to need fresh members of committee, so 
I urge all parents reading this to consider if they could offer help to the Group via the work of 
the Executive Committee, as Parent Representatives or towards Executive tasks. 
Eddie Doel 
Chair of Executive Committee 
 
Group Executive Committee;      Active Support 
Group Scout Leader   Chris Pinnell    Active Support Coordinator Vacant 
Group Chair    Edie Doel    Active Support  Bob Mutch 
Group Secretary    Karen Hodges    Active Support  Jim Wood 
Group Treasurer    Leanne Tredinnick   Active Support  Adrian Sims 
HQ Treasurer    Joyce Pinnell      
 
Waiting List Administrator   Jackie Poppleton  Partner Explorer Scout Unit  Vacant     
Hall Convenor    Garry Smith   Parent Members  Bruce Christie, Alick Pirie, Jesse White 
Uniform representatives   One from each section    Loraine Pace, and Jane Thomson   
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"Creating a Better Future"  

Group Scout Leader's Report 2020-21 

Our headlines this year.....  "A Very Difficult Year ! “ 
But still another super year, when we were able to offer online Scouting 
to hundreds of youngsters, enjoying so many activities, challenges and 
skills  - and limited outside-only Scouting when restrictions allowed,  all 
giving the Scouting experience. 
 
We are creating better futures for our youngsters  with Skills for Life. 
Scouting is known to help young people’s Mental Health. 
 

I have a clear memory of the start of the year, when the pandemic was 
just growing, when I was halfway round the world on holiday, picking up the Covid news of UK, 
and seeing new guidance from Scout HQ.  There I was on a deck chair holding impromptu calls 
with Executive and Leaders to arrange a safe closure of the Hall. 
 

Thereafter, huge challenges to make the hall “Covid compliant,” and for the Leaders to create 
attractive programmes delivered online. Challenges to allow limited outside-only Scouting 
when restrictions allowed.  Helping the leadership teams keep our young people safe. 
Do you recall the huge snowfalls and icy weather?  All dealt with! 
The Executive continued to manage our business and the Scout Hall.  
Financially we had some challenges with no hall rental income for many 
months, but still all the usual utilities and standing charges.  We are so glad 
some ‘reserves’ were put away last year for loss of income.  
 

There is such a power of work being done by the teams supporting and 
leading sections.  Big THANKS to Cath/Alison, Stephen, Andrew, Garry, Rae, Richard, 
Tracey/Kerry and Peter who continue to lead their sections.   I wish, on the Parents' behalf, to 
acknowledge the tremendous work that our Leadership teams do, and the generous gift of their 
time.  Particular thanks to Eddie, Leanne, Karen, Bruce, Garry, and Jackie  and the rest of the 
Executive for their work on committee.  And to thank all the partners and spouses of the 
Leaders for letting them do Scouting with us!  I can also report on leadership changes and 
repeat our thanks for the considerable efforts from Ruth who moved away in April 2020 and to 
Richard and Jan who moved in March2021, and lastly my ongoing thanks to Jim, Adrian, and 
Bob (Groundsman) for helping greatly with Hall maintenance.  Well done and thanks to the 
Explorers as Young Leaders and DoE service volunteers for all their help.  Thanks to all for your 
efforts - past and future!   
 

These folk are creating a better future with our youngsters, as seen in the amazing reports that 
follow! 
 
Successes too by the youngsters, with many Bronze, Silver and Gold Chief 
Scout Awards.  Despite the limitations of Zoom meetings -programmes that 
have resulted in an impressive range and number of the Challenge badges( 
Hex) -Activity badges for specific personal skills, and Stage badges.  
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Well done all and thanks to the parents who ‘supervised‘ the at-home-challenges and to those 
who have since sewn on badges.  And those reporters capturing the many events, awards and 
programme activities on our Facebook pages, and to Jane for condensing these reports into our 
articles in the Westhill Bulletin, and on the website.   

 
Sadly we said Goodbye to Cub Leader Tim Fry who lost his battle with 
MS.  Even with covid restrictions Garry and I were able to be in the 
very limited number of mourners at the crematorium.  Several 
mentions were made of Tim’s previous involvement and commitment 
to Scouting.  He continues to be greatly missed by his Scouting family.  
 

At the end of the year I was honoured in the “St George’s day- Good Service Awards” to be 
awarded the “Silver Acorn.”  So many notes of congratulations and thanks for my efforts!  My 
quote to the papers said “ My Scouting experience has been greatly assisted by the many 
dedicated Scout Leaders who have helped prepare excellent experiences for so many young 
people, providing many Beavers, Cubs and Scouts with #Skills for Life.  I continue to get great 
enjoyment out of Scouting.” 
 
You will see from the Annual Reports that follow that our leadership teams have provided truly 
excellent programmes offering experiences to our young people.  Our loud thanks for that! 
 
To close, I'd like to look ahead and make a plea!  Under "Creating a Better Future" I would ask  
YOU, the reader of this - our adults /parents in the community,  after Covid19 passes…. 
How can you add to the Creation of this Better Future?   
 
We need to attract a full posse of helpers - on 
committees,  in communications, keeping our hall in 
order, helping administer the sections, volunteering as 
an Assistant, and supporting our Leaders.   See our 
new web pages on “Volunteering with us”  
www.1stwesthillscouts.co.uk    
I know there will be exciting and challenging activities, 
games and learning.  We will have work days, fun 
days,  camp days, visits away events.  A mix of fun and hard work for adults and youngsters.  
Your help could add to that, so please contact me if you can help further. 
 
Well done everyone, and thanks for your efforts.  So another super year in the life and 
development of Westhill Scout Group!   As we come out from Covid restrictions -Here's to 
more successes in the future.  
 
Chris Pinnell,    
Group Scout Leader.    westhill@gordondistrictscouts.org.uk 
 

GSL@1stWesthillScouts.co.uk 

      

http://www.1stwesthillscouts.co.uk/
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Amazon Beaver Colony 

Report 2020 - 21 

Beavers had a successful year despite the Lockdowns. We still had a busy year in 2020/2021!  
Our last big activity was the Gang show in March 2020, and everyone loved seeing the show. 
Unfortunately the covid pandemic then cancelled the rest of our meetings and our planned 
sleepover   
 
From March to July, the group did lots of zoom meetings and 
online activities including working on their personal challenge 
badge, making bug hotels, scavenger hunts, playing online games, 
making paper aeroplanes, creating spaghetti / marshmallow 
towers, making armpit fudge and the group had a highly 
entertaining evening with a zoom comedy magic show. It was fab! 
 
During the Autumn when face to face sessions were allowed, Beavers learned about bike 
maintenance and cycling safety before undertaking a bike ride from Westhill to Kirkton of 
Skene, which earned Beavers their cycling badge.  
On another evening, We also did some litter picking and collected two bin bags of rubbish in 
the local area and on another night we did navigation.  
We made colourful light up lanterns and enjoyed a Halloween party. It was great to see 
everyone in their Halloween costumes. We also held a Guy Fawkes themed session where we 
learned about fire safety and then enjoyed a campfire and toasted marshmallows.  
 
One of the highlights from our year was our visit to the Gordon Highlanders 
museum in Aberdeen, as part of our Remembrance Day activities. We were 
delighted to get a guided tour of the Moffat Trench and learn about life in 
the trenches during the war. The museum opened especially for us so we 
were extremely grateful and humbled for the experience. 
We completed the Autumn session with some space badge work and a 
Christmas party. 

After Christmas it was back to 
zoom sessions. . It’s been 
challenging but lots of fun. Well 
done to all. 
 
We said a sad goodbye to Fi, as she left Beavers due to other 
commitments.  Many thanks to my fellow leaders, Mel and Alison, our 
Young Leaders Aaron and Cameron, who organised and ran activities 
and all the parents and grandparents who helped over the last year. 
We are always looking for more helpers, so free feel to get in touch.  

 
Cath, Mel, Alison, Aaron & Cameron     
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Redwood Beaver Scout Colony 

Annual Report 2020- 21 

 

Redwood Beavers did very well to continue with activities 
and online challenges during lockdown. We know the first 
lockdown was a huge culture shock to everyone so it was 
great that all our Beaver families kept in touch and sent us 
photos of how they were getting on. 

Beavers took part in #CampAtHome by sleeping in 
dens or tents at home, the world’s largest ever camp 
which saw over 84,000 people take part and set a 
new world record! Beavers also made nature pictures, 
they led family walks, made posters highlighting 
things we were grateful for, they did home cooking 
and created garden assault courses. 
 
From September to December we enjoyed seeing 
beavers face to face for our outdoor sessions. We 

played games, as Tree Detectives, Beavers learned about trees around the scout hut, they 
made and decorated spooky lanterns, toasted marshmallows, made reindeer food, and 

calendars and had great fun on a chocolate treasure hunt. 
 
After Christmas it was then back to online activities which 
included making mug cakes, taking part in the RSPB Big 
Garden Birdwatch, making armpit fudge and Mother’s day 
messages. Plus everyone thoroughly enjoyed a comedy 
magic show on zoom. 
 
Despite the challenges that the year presented, we were 
delighted that all of our Beavers had fun and remained 
engaged with our programme. We did two online 
investitures, and four of our Beavers even gained their 
Bronze Awards. A terrific achievement in normal times but 
even more impressive during lockdown! Well done to all of 
our Beavers for a great year.  

Over the next 12 months we are looking forward to providing the Redwood Beavers with more 
fun activities and positive experiences which will help build their #SkillsForLife and add to their 
scouting journey.  

Tracey, Kerry, Chong, Jane, Elizabeth& Jonathan  
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 Kaa Cub Scout Pack 

Annual Report 2020 - 21 

The past year of Scouting has been like no other 
for the KAA cub pack. Despite taking a break during the 
worst of the pandemic, we still managed to hold both 
outdoor and virtual meetings which were well 
received by the Cubs.  
 
Earlier this year we sadly lost one of our founding 
leaders, Tim Fry. Tim gave a huge amount of time and 
energy to the group and up until his passing played a 
key role in managing our finances and record keeping. Unfortunately, we were not able to 
attend Tim’s funeral however the group was represented by Chris and Garry who presented a 
wreath on behalf of the entire group. Tim will be truly missed. 

 
During the winter months we managed to have meetings with 
reduced numbers. We worked on healthy eating by making fruit 
skewers and discussing the different food groups which make up 
a healthy diet.  
We also did some knot and team working activities whereby we 
made flagpoles and chariots using a variety of materials which we 
then raced around the scout hut.  
As ever we have had plenty bonfires. We have been cooking 
burgers, sausages, marshmallows and heating water using billy 

cans for hot chocolate.   
 
Recently the Cubs were challenged to decorate Go karts using a variety of materials whilst 
following a design criteria. Once complete we raced the GO karts around the woods beside the 
hall.  
 
We look forward to making the most of the warmer weather as 
we plan our future programme.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Andrew, Michael, George and Luke and Daniel  
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Shere Khan Cub Scout Pack 

Annual Report 2020 - 21 

What a year Shere Khan Cubs has had, 2020 has also been a year of change for 
Shere Khan.  We lost one leader, Chris Bayne and borrowed one leader, Pete Thomson 
from Bagheera, had 7 cubs move up to Scouts or move away. We also joined the 21st 
century and started our own Facebook page. 

 

At the start of Lockdown in March we merged 
temporarily with Bagheera due to shortage of 
leaders, and we started our online Zoom meetings.  
We had 2 sessions every Wednesday night and 
whilst not an ideal situation we bounced back and 
were able to provide some form of scouting 
experience throughout the various lockdowns. 

Our many online activities included making 
freestanding flagpoles, online bike maintenance, 
camping at home, making Mug Muffins & Plate 
Pancakes*cubs love alliterations, Astronaut training, making 
Mars rovers and making the phases of the moon out 
of Oreo Cookies (surprisingly popular), online safety, 
general knowledge quizzes and playing Who Wants 
To Be A Cub Scout Millionaire! 

Between lockdowns we tried to cram as much fun 
into our Wednesday Face to Face nights as we 
could and our first night back in September was 
building shelters in Carnie Woods.  Much fun was 
had by all, even the leaders, as we tested how 
waterproof they were (not very). 

We also pitched tents, threw tomahawks, did map 
and compass, had a fabulously messy Halloween 

party, covered road safety, did some Creative Christmas Crafting   We finished 
in March, back where we started with our return to face to face scouting, investiture of 4 cubs and an 
Easter Egg/Treasure hunt.  So 1 year on, despite the fun, the two packs are meeting separately again. 
 
Shere Khan have 22 cubs with a leadership team of 1 leader, 1 “borrowed” leader, 1 young leader and a 
section assistant, welcome to Edurne who joins us from Portlethen   Thanks also to all parents and 
leaders that have helped out over the past year with various events and meetings 
 
It has been a year the cubs will look back on when they are much older, and I hope will remember their 
time in cubs during this pandemic was fun and a distraction and outlet for them. I saw many of the cubs 
grow in confidence and come out of their shells during the zoom sessions, they would say the most 
profound and thought-provoking things, then tell the silliest joke possible.  I do not think I have laughed 
so much in a long time than in those zoom sessions.  If you ever need cheering up or regaining 
perspective on life…..become a Cub Leader! 
Rae, Pete, Harrison & Edurne.      
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Lyne of Skene Cub Scouts 

Annual Report 2020 -21 

It has been a challenging year as we adapted and moved online to continue to provide a 
variety of activities for our Cubs.  We had 10 very dedicated Cubs attending our weekly zoom 
calls as we progressed with a mixture of fun games such 
as “Safety Bingo” and Athlete’s badge ‘warm ups to 
“Simon Says”, lots of badge work and we also offered a 
Weekly Chungus Challenge, this involved fun activities 

such as regrowing a carrot, making a 
bird cake and making a working 
compass.  The main badges we 
worked on were the Athletics, Artist 
Activity, Digital Citizen, DIY and Chef 
badges.  The Cubs got active with 
lots of throwing and jumping skills via Zoom led by our enthusiastic young 
leaders Abi and Hebe.   

 
We got together in person in November for our Outdoor 
Activity Afternoon, it was a fun afternoon of fitness, treasure 
hunt, fire safety and campfire.  Our online meets continued and 
we ticked off many components of our badges by baking a 
cake in a mug, learning about hazards in the kitchen and 
healthy foods, creating Christmas crafts, exploring online 
safety, increasing our knowledge about tools, DIY safety and 
we even built a bird box at home!   
 
Our final ever Lyne of Skene Cub 
meet was in person in April 

where both the Cubs and leaders all had a fantastic time 
completing an easter egg hunt, blindfolded obstacle course, races 
and receiving badges.  Congratulations to Alex, Arran and Sam 
on receiving their Chief Scout’s Silver Award.  Our final meet 
was all the more special as we were privileged to witness Chris 
being presented with his Silver Acorn Award. 

  

Lyne of Skene Cubs formally closed at the end of March.  Big thanks again to all Ruth and all 
the Leaders assistants and helpers that kept Scouting alive in the village for the last five years. 
 

 
Chris, Fiona, Jacqueline, Abi and Hebe.  
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Bagheera Cub Pack 

Annual Report 2020 - 21 

What a year Bagheera has had, talk about 2020 hindsight!  We are not the pack we were this 
time last year.  We lost two leaders, Chris Milne and Davide Mazzucchelli and had 12 cubs 
move up to Scouts or move away.  At the start of Lockdown in March we merged temporarily 
with Shere Khan and we started our online Zoom meetings, 2 sessions every Wednesday night. 
 
Whilst not an ideal situation I am really proud of how we bounced back and were able to 
provide some form of scouting experience throughout the various 
lockdowns.  Our many online activities included making freestanding 
flagpoles, online bike maintenance, camping at home, making Mug Muffins 
& Plate Pancakes, Astronaut training, making Mars rovers and making the 
phases of the moon out of Oreo Cookies (surprisingly popular) and playing 
“Who Wants To Be A Cub Scout Millionaire?”  
 

Between lockdowns we tried to cram 
as much fun into our Wednesday face 
to Face nights as we could and our 
first night back in September was 
building shelters in Carnie Woods.  
Much fun was had by all, even the 
leaders, as we tested how waterproof 

they were (not very).  We also pitched tents, threw tomahawks, did map and compass, had a 
fabulously messy Halloween party, covered road safety, did some Creative Christmas Crafting 

and apparently there was some snow!    
 
We finished in March, back where we started with our return to Face to Face scouting, (Outside 
Only)  with the investiture of 4 cubs and an Easter Egg/Treasure hunt. 
 
1 year on we are now separate from Shere Khan again, have 11 cubs and our leadership team 
has grown to 1 leader and 2 section assistants, welcome to Chong who joins us from Redwood 
Beavers and Jacqueline from Lyne of Skene Cubs. 
 
It has been a year the cubs will look back on when they are older, and I hope will remember 

their time in cubs was fun and an outlet for them.  I saw many of 
the cubs grow in confidence and come out of their shells during the 
zoom sessions, they would say the most profound and thought-
provoking things, then tell the silliest joke possible.  I do not think I 
have laughed so much in a long time than in those zoom sessions.  
If you ever need cheering up or regaining perspective on 
life…..become a Cub Leader! 

 
Baloo (Pete)* Now with added Jacqueline and Chong   
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Westwood Scout Troop 

Annual Report 2020-21 

 
Those Covid restrictions meant we didn’t have our usual weekly face to face meetings at the 
Scout hut, however Westwood Scouts still managed to take part every week in fun Scouting 
activities, both virtually in lockdown and face to face when restrictions allowed. 
 
Our programme included a wide range of fun and challenging, home games, badge based 
challenges, and outdoor meetings when possible. 
 
When restrictions meant we could not meet face to face, we kept the troop active through 
weekly Zoom sessions to keep the Scouts engaged. 
 

Some of the virtual activities over Zoom included:   
• a home Easter egg challenge 
• Camping inside their house or outside on the garden for one night  
.                         (as part of a global Scout “Camp at Home” challenge) 
•  a Scavenger hunt using items they could find around their houses 
•  Kim’s game 
 

When able to meet outside (under the marquee or the new lean) we completed  
• Pioneering activities: knots, like building a ballista  
• Stretcher building/survival skills 
• Scavenger hunts, Problem Solving 
• Archery 
• Tomahawk throwing; Knife care 
• Backwoods cooking, Pancakes/twists  
• We made ‘Make shift tents’  
• Learned First Aid,  
• Practiced signals, 
• And often a game of “Catch the Flag” 

• and even had our Wintery Xmas games night!  

 
All in all, another busy year in what is just one of 3 Scout 
Troops at Westhill.  Thanks to the assisting leaders and 
parent who have helped. 
 
 

Garry, Andrew, George Michael & Vanessa  
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Keir Scout Troop 
 
Highlights of year 2020- 21 

 
2020/21 was a full but albeit different year for the 18+ Keir Troop Scouts. The leaders 
Richard Shaw, Birgit Teismann, Davide Mazzuchelli and Young Leader Jared (from the Duke of 
Edinburgh scheme) had to adapt to running the evening program virtually with in between 
returning to some face-to-face evenings as well.  
Highlights of the year have included: 

 
• perfectly engineered loop of pringles  
• pioneering activities: knots, building a ballista and a Tiny Tippy Tap, Marshmallow tower 
• Origami challenge, Paracords bracelets 
• Camp at home with kit checks 
• Virtual scavenger hunts, escape rooms, quiz nights 
• Navigation exercises including a walk to earn an ice-cream at Bothy 57. 
• Backwoods cooking, Pancakes, Asian style meal 
• Brainiac Science session 

Cameron Christie and Fynn Teismann have been awarded 
Chief Scout’s Gold Awards. Congratulations!  
 

In March 2021- after many years as Scout Leader - we 
had to say farewell to Richard Shaw, who is moving on to 
new pastures. We would like to express our thanks to 
Richard and his wife Jan for their many years of dedication 
to the Keir Troop Scouts and are wishing them all the best 
for their future. The Scout Group presented Richard with a 
“Huntsman 12 item Swiss Army knife”  and Jan a quality 
pen. They will be sorely missed. 
 
 

 

Richard, Birgit, Jan, Ian and Rae   
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Beechwood Scout Troop 
Annual Report 2020 -21 
 

 
Despite the Covid restrictions not allowing us to have our usual weekly face to face meetings 
at the Scout hut, Beechwood Scouts still managed to take part every week in fun Scouting 
activities, both virtually in lockdown and face to face when restrictions allowed. 
 
Our programme included a wide range of fun and exciting, home games, badge based 
challenges, and outdoor meetings when possible. 
 
When restrictions meant we could not meet face to face, Stephen kept the troop active 
through weekly Zoom sessions to keep the Scouts engaged. 

 
Some of the virtual activities over Zoom included: 
 

• a home Easter egg hunt 
• Camping inside their house or outside on the garden for one night  
            (as part of a global Scout camp at home challenge) 
• a scavenger hunt using items they could find around their houses 
• Bingo 
• Pictionary 
• Kim’s game 
• Washing their parents cars 
• a game of “Guess who” using interesting facts the Scouts made up for themselves 
• an online game of Cluedo 
• online battleships 
• “Who wants to be a Scout Millionaire” 
• Making their own homemade pancakes and voting for the most creative one 
 
The scouts also completed their athletics badge over Zoom. 
 
Although most of the sessions meant the troop 
could only meet over Zoom, we held outdoor 
sessions at the Scout hut when restrictions 
were eased. 
Some of the outdoor tasks included: 
• Tomahawk target throwing 
• Guy Fawkes bonfire / sparklers 
• Making bridges from pioneering poles 
• A couple of orienteering hikes up Brimmond 
hill 
• A game of “Taskmaster” (based on the popular TV programme) 

 
Stephen, Mark, Al, and Peter - Beechwood Scout Troop leadership team  
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Hall Support Team 
Annual Report 2020 -21 
 

Covid brought its own challenges, as we made the building “Covid Safe” especially for the ‘regulated’ 
Playgroup who used the facilities when in Level 2&3.  We are now all used to Covid signage and 2m 
markers! And we relied upon our cleaners “Angel Cleaning” from Aberdeen who have done “Deep 
cleans”, the daily ‘janitorial’ clean, plus the extra Covid wipe-downs between users.  Restrictions were 
placed on the car park to ensure pedestrians and our young people were kept safe and waiting parents 
were at safe distance too!  Thanks to the Group Exec and Hall treasurer who helped buy all these extra 
Covid mitigations.  

The work on the storage/ lean-to progressed in fits & starts! Contractors moved our “flattened area” 
forward with blinding stone, then then a month later the container donated by Northern Isle 
Freightways Ltd was placed on its foundations, and the contractors G&I Cladding constructed the roof.  
Tarring work by Core Ground Developments, Banchory made the project look complete!  The immediate 
result, the new lean-to was a GREAT facility for the Beavers, Cubs and Scouts when we were forced to 
be outside only.  

 

 

 

 

A big thanks to the 'Practical' support team who have kept the hall and grounds in such good order. 
James, a DoE volunteer, was a great help with leaf clearing, weeding and grass edging. 

Between September and early December, we also provided the hired Marquee for some cover!  Thanks 
to North East Region for the marquee, Andrew Clark for the erection, Adrian for fitting the new (110v) 
spot lights, and Chris for arranging the Hand wash/Gel stations. 

During the Autumn and Winter the rear areas and paths took a HAMMERING!  So extra maintenance 
was needed. With a replacement bark path being placed at Easter. 

Work to keep the grass, surrounds and carpark areas in good order happens without much visibility, and 
with the new mower some of that work is a lot easier!   Some more lights are now eco-friendly LEDs, 
replacement foyer HD carpet laid, the heating units and fire systems were all maintained.   

This past year we didn’t have a “Family Paint and Spring clean “weekend, so there are still lots of 
general maintenance tasks to be done. When restrictions allow, we will be looking for painters, 
gardeners, roof scrapers and pressure jetters.  The inside of the container will need some joinery work.  
Offers to assist in any of these will be welcome.   The Group always needs Leaders.  BUT -  If organising 
24 lively youngsters is not for you and perhaps you are more practical, and maybe you are more 
interested in fixing things? Good on ladders? Happy to dig? / strim? / drive the mower?  Can turn your 
hand to slabbing? painting?  then please consider offering your time and skills to the Hall Support Team. 

Garry, Al, Adrian, Jim, Bob, Chris, Geoff, Rae, James and Alick   
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#Skillsfor Life 
 

Contact us 
Scout Hall Address                  Old Skene Road, WESTHLL Aberdeenshire.  AB32 6RL 
                                                   vehicle access via Westwood Drive. 
 
General Contact   Chris Pinnell,   Group Scout Leader             
                    40 Hilltop Gardens, WESTHILL, Aberdeenshire AB32 6PN 
                    Tel :  01224 746773    e-mail:    gsl@1stwesthillscouts.co.uk 
Hall bookings          Contact Joyce on   booking@1stwesthillscouts.co.uk 
Waiting List             Contact Jackie on      waiting@1stwesthillscouts.co.uk 
Adult volunteering  Contact Bruce on   JoinUs@1stwesthillscouts.co.uk 
Communications & /Facebook Contact Jane on             webmaster@1stwesthillscouts.co.uk 
                                                               or        info.westhillscouts@gmail.com 

See us on              Facebook   @1st westhill scout group 
 
 
See us on                 
http://www.1stwesthillscouts.co.uk 
 
Join the Adventure 
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